We define the notion of a co-Riemannian structure and show how it can be used to define the Dirac operator on an appropriate infinite dimensional manifold. In particular, this approach works for the smooth loop space of a so-called string manifold.
Introduction
We introduce the notion of a co-Riemannian structure. In infinite dimensions, to give a Riemannian structure is to give a Hilbert completion of each tangent space. That is, to give an injective continuous linear map from each tangent space to a Hilbert space with dense image. A co-Riemannian structure reverses this. It consists of an injective continuous linear map from a Hilbert space to each tangent space with dense image.
The purpose of this definition is to provide a framework to allow more geometrical constructions than are possible with only a Riemannian structure. In finite dimensional Riemannian geometry, almost the first result stated is the identification of the tangent and cotangent bundles via the inner products. This identification is used throughout geometry, often implicitly, and is crucial in many geometrical constructions. In contrast, a Riemannian structure on an infinite dimensional manifold may not define such an identification. If it does it is called a strong Riemannian structure; such can only exist on Hilbert manifolds and only if the Riemannian structure is chosen carefully. Although many infinite dimensional manifolds have Hilbertian approximations, there are important examples that do not-such as diffeomorphism groups. Moreover, even when the manifold is Hilbertian, the "obvious" Riemannian structure may not be strong-the space of L 1,2 -loops is Hilbertian but the usual Riemannian structure is the L 2 -inner product which is not strong. A weak (i.e. not necessarily strong) Riemannian structure still defines an injective linear map from the tangent to cotangent spaces. Thus any geometrical construction which only uses this aspect of the above identification can still be carried out for weak Riemannian structures. There are many, however, that do not; for example, the Koszul formula for the Levi-Civita connection, the Dirac operator on a spin manifold, and the gradient of a function. The purpose of a coRiemannian structure is to provide an injective linear map from the cotangent to the tangent spaces meaning that any geometrical construction which only uses this aspect of the identification can still be carried out. For example, the Dirac operator and the gradient of a function.
Having both a Riemannian and co-Riemannian structure will further permit any geometrical construction which uses both maps but which does not require them to be mutually inverse.
Our motivating application of this theory is the construction of the Dirac operator in infinite dimensions, in particular on loop spaces. This problem goes back at least to Witten [Wit88] where Witten formally applied the equivariant Atiyah-Singer index theorem to the hypothetical Dirac operator on a suitable loop space. The resulting object now goes by the name of the Witten genus and has provided much interesting mathematics. Although the Witten genus itself can be defined, its original construction has not been made rigorous. This has led to its being considered mainly as a topological object without the usual flow of ideas and proofs from analysis that index theory usually affords. There have been various attempts since then to construct such an operator, usually by assuming some conditions on the original manifold or by reinterpreting the notion of "loop space" in some fashion; see [Tau89, JL97, Wit99, Léa01a, Léa01b, Léa02a, Léa02b, Léa02c, SW03] .
The problem with defining a Dirac operator in infinite dimensions is simple to describe. One can gather all the required ingredients as in finite dimensions and set out on the construction, mirroring that of finite dimensions. However, at one stage a certain map is required. There is an obvious map in the opposite direction which in finite dimensions is invertible. In infinite dimensions it is not and the construction fails.
One of the ingredients for the Dirac operator is a Riemannian structure on the manifold. What we shall show is that if this is replaced by a co-Riemannian structure then the "obvious map" referred to above is now in the right direction and the construction succeeds.
The final step is to construct an appropriate co-Riemannian structure on the free loop space of a string manifold. This is more complicated and we defer it to a companion paper [Sta] .
Let us now give a more detailed overview of this paper. In section 2 we shall define and classify co-Riemannian structures. In fact, there is nothing that is particular to the tangent bundle so we shall define and classify co-orthogonal structures. Also, our classification applies equally to orthogonal structures, and refines the "weak-strong" classification so we also classify orthogonal structures. Moreover, we shall start with the orthogonal structures as these are more familiar and then "op" (almost) everything to produce the co-orthogonal structures.
The definition of a co-orthogonal structure is essentially as given in the first paragraph of this introduction.
The classification scheme is based on the question "How like a bundle of Hilbert spaces is the resulting object?". The standard "weak-strong" classification can be regarded as a "not exactly" or "exactly" answer (though the term "weak orthogonal structure" can mean either "not strong" or "not necessarily strong"). To refine this we use the fact that an inner product on a locally convex topological vector space defines a Hilbert completion and so to an orthogonal structure on a vector bundle we can assign a family of Hilbert spaces. We then apply the above question to this family and to the map that includes the original bundle in this family of Hilbert spaces. More specifically, we classify the amount of this structure that can be simultaneously locally trivialised. Depending as it does on the Hilbert completions this classification applies equally well to orthogonal and co-orthogonal structures.
In passing we mention the rôle of the structure groups. In infinite dimensions it is relatively rare that one specifies a vector bundle using the full general linear group as its structure group. This means that structure bundles are more prominent in infinite dimensions and that there is more flexibility in how to modify them-one may wish to be able to enlarge the structure group as well as reduce it.
In section 3 we shall show how to construct a Dirac operator in infinite dimensions using an appropriate co-Riemannian structure. The construction follows that of finite dimensions with no changes: once one has the right starting place, everything else is straightforward. We shall therefore not go into further detail here as there is not much difference between giving an overview of the construction and the actual construction itself. Suffice it to say that, as remarked earlier, starting with the co-Riemannian structure means that the crucial map goes in the correct direction to define the operator.
Orthogonal Structures in Infinite Dimensions
In this section we shall define and classify orthogonal and co-orthogonal structures on infinite dimensional vector bundles.
Let us outline some conventions. All vector spaces will be locally convex topological vector spaces (LCTVS). All linear maps and bilinear maps will be assumed to be continuous unless otherwise stated. Our definitions make sense in both the topological and smooth categories and so we shall not specify which. All maps, groups, representations, choices will be assumed to be valid in the appropriate category.
In the following, we fix a manifold X, a LCTVS V, a group G, and a vector bundle ξ with fibre V and structure group G. Definition 2.1 An orthogonal structure on ξ is a choice of inner product on the fibres of ξ.
Remark 2.2
1. To reiterate the convention made above, these choices must vary in the manner appropriate to the category.
2. The existence of an orthogonal structure is very weak indeed. If the base manifold X admits partitions of unity and the fibre V admits inner products then ξ admits an orthogonal structure.
Example 2.3
The LCTVS R N has the property that any map from it to a Banach space must factor through a projection to some R n . Hence it cannot admit an inner product and so any bundle with fibre R N does not admit inner products.
An inner product, ·, · , on V defines an associated Hilbert space, (V, ·, · ), together with a continuous, injective, linear map V → V with dense image. We refer to this as a Hilbert completion of V. Thus specifying an orthogonal structure on ξ associates to each fibre a Hilbert completion. However, these Hilbert spaces may not patch together nicely over the base space.
Definition 2.4 A locally equivalent orthogonal structure on ξ is a smooth choice of inner product on the fibres of ξ such that ξ admits a local trivialisation with the property that the transition functions preserve the equivalence class of the inner product.
Remark 2.5
1. Given that we have already specified the structure group of ξ, when we talk of "local trivialisations" we obviously mean with respect to the given structure group.
2. Recall that two inner products on V are equivalent if their associated norms are equivalent. If this is so then the identity on V extends to an isomorphism between the Hilbert completions (though not necessarily isometrically).
Therefore, a locally equivalent orthogonal structure means that there is a standard Hilbert completion (V, ·, · ) of V and a local trivialisation of ξ in which the Hilbert completions of the fibres of ξ look like V.
3. For such a structure to exist we need to reduce the structure group of ξ to a subgroup whose action on V extends to an action on V by isomorphisms.
4. When talking of orthogonal structures in finite dimensions it is usual to think only of reducing the structure group. Often the initial structure group is the full general linear group in which case reduction is the only possible direction. However, in infinite dimensions using the full general linear group is relatively uncommon. It is therefore possible that one may be able to enlarge the structure group (preferably without changing its homotopy type, or without changing it too much).
The reason one might wish to do this is that if the vector bundle with its original structure group does not admit a locally equivalent orthogonal structure, one might be able to find an enlargement of the structure group so that it does.
Example 2.6
Here is a bundle which does not admit such a structure. Let LC ≔ C ∞ (S 1 , C) and let L 0 C be the subspace of loops which integrate to zero.
by the relation (γ, 0) ≃ (Dγ, 1). We claim that ξ does not admit a locally equivalent orthogonal structure. For it to do so we would need an inner product ·, · on L 0 C which was equivalent to the inner product D·, D· . In particular, there must be a Banach completion of L 0 C on which D acts as an isomorphism. This is impossible.
However, the standard partition-of-unity argument shows that ξ admits an orthogonal structure.
In a locally equivalent orthogonal structure we can locally trivialise the completion but not necessarily the inner products.
Definition 2.7 A locally trivial orthogonal structure on ξ is a smooth choice of inner product on the fibres of ξ such that ξ admits a local trivialisation with the property that the transition functions preserve the inner product.
Remark 2.8
The extra piece here is that the inner product itself is locally constant, not just its equivalence class. Thus for this to exist we add to the conditions for a locally equivalent orthogonal structure the condition that the subgroup act by isometries.
Example 2.9 Let L 0 C and D be as above. With respect to the splitting LC = L 0 C ⊕ C define an inner product ·, · −1 as
where ·, · is the usual L 2 -inner product on LC. Write the Hilbert completion as L −1,2 C. We claim that LS 1 acts continuously on this Hilbert space but that the subgroup which acts by isometries is the constant loops, S 1 . Let ζ : S 1 → S 1 be the identity map. Define a vector bundle ξ → S 1 by quotienting LC × [0, 1] by the relation (γ, 0) ≃ (ζγ, 1). As multiplication by ζ extends to L −1,2 C, this can be given a locally equivalent orthogonal structure. However, there is no reduction to S 1 so this does not admit a locally trivial orthogonal structure.
Thus at this last definition we know that we can view the inner product as coming from a specific inner product on a typical fibre, thus also a specific Hilbert completion. However, although the class of Hilbert completions is (locally) constant, they may not patch together into a bundle themselves. Thus we introduce the notion of a structure group for an orthogonal structure. In so doing we shift focus slightly from inner products to Hilbert completions.
Definition 2.10 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space (not necessarily by isometries
). An orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle map ξ → ζ which is injective on fibres.
Remark 2.11
1. This defines an orthogonal structure on ξ by pulling back the inner products on the fibres of ζ to those of ξ.
2. We do not assume that the fibres of ξ are dense in those of ζ. We do not need this assumption to define the orthogonal structure on ξ and not having it gives us a little more flexibility. If we have an orthogonal structure on ξ it is entirely possible that the dimension of the Hilbert completions will vary over X. We can still hope for a structure group in this situation as we take the fibre large enough to accommodate all these completions.
Definition 2.12 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space (not necessarily by isometries). A locally equivalent orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle map ξ → ζ which is injective on fibres such that there is a simultaneous local trivialisation of ξ and ζ which takes the map ξ → ζ to the inclusion of V in some fixed Hilbert completion.
Remark 2.13 For this to happen we need to add to the conditions for a locally equivalent orthogonal structure the assumption that the action of the subgroup of G on the Hilbert completion V factor through the group K.
If K acts by isometries, we obtain the following structure.
Definition 2.14 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space by isometries.
A locally trivial orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle map ξ → ζ which is injective on fibres such that there is a simultaneous local trivialisation of ξ and ζ which takes the map ξ → ζ to the inclusion of V in some fixed Hilbert completion.
Remark 2.15
For a locally equivalent orthogonal structure with structure group K the most common choices for K contain within them a homotopy equivalent subgroup that acts by isometries. One can therefore trivialise the bundle of Hilbert spaces so that the transition functions act by isometries. If one can simultaneously trivialise the original bundle then one has a locally trivial orthogonal structure, otherwise just a locally equivalent one.
The final level of classification involves the maps from ξ to the associated Hilbert bundle. These are essentially linear definitions so we define them for vector spaces and make the obvious generalisation to vector bundles.
Definition 2.16 Let J(V, H) ⊆ L(V, H) be a functorial (in H) ideal of operators from V to Hilbert spaces. We say that an inner product on V is of class J if the inclusion of V into the associated Hilbert completion is of class J.
Let
an ideal of operators from Hilbert spaces to Hilbert spaces (functorial in both arguments). We say that an inner product on V is of class per-J if whenever H 1 → V is a continuous linear map then the composition
We extend these to orthogonal structures in the obvious way.
1 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore the L 2 -inner product on the space of L 1,2 -loops in a smooth manifold is an orthogonal structure of Hilbert-Schmidt type.
2. If the typical fibre of the vector bundle is nuclear or dual-nuclear then every orthogonal structure on it will be per-nuclear.
We now wish to "op" all of this to define co-orthogonal structures. The main difficulty is that there is not a suitable body of linear theory to fall-back on. This makes it unclear what exactly a "co-inner product" should be-it is not even clear that this can be given a sensible definition mirroring all the properties of an inner product. The situation becomes easier when working with the definitions involving structure groups as these hinge on maps from the LCTVS V to some Hilbert space. Thus we reverse this and consider maps from Hilbert spaces into V.
Let us give the basic definitions, corresponding to definitions 2.10, 2.12, and 2.14. The subsequent modifications are obvious.
Definition 2.18 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space (not necessarily by isometries)
. A co-orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle map ζ → ξ which is dense on fibres.
Definition 2.19 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space (not necessarily by isometries).
A locally equivalent co-orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle map ζ → ξ for which there is a simultaneous local trivialisation of ξ and ζ which takes the map ξ → ζ to the inclusion of some fixed Hilbert space as a dense subspace of V.
Definition 2.20 Let K be a group with a given action on a Hilbert space by isometries.
A locally trivial co-orthogonal structure with structure group K on ξ consists of a bundle ζ → X of Hilbert spaces with structure group K together with a vector bundle Examples 2.22 1. All of our examples of orthogonal structures involved semi-reflexive spaces and so can be dualised to co-orthogonal structures.
2. The work of [Sta] shows that the tangent space of the space of smooth loops in a Riemannian manifold, say M, can be given a homotopy locally trivial orthogonal structure with structure group O J . This relies on a reduction of the structure group from L Gl n to L pol O n to define a locally equivalent orthogonal structure. To define a locally trivial orthogonal structure requires a modification of the structure group as outlined above.
There are many such structures; a simple one-parameter family can be constructed as follows. Let r ∈ (0, 1). Let L 2 r R n be the family of loops which have an analytic extension over the annulus of inner radius r and outer radius r −1 and are square integrable on the boundary. Using the above reduction of the structure group, there is a Hilbert bundle over LM with a map to the tangent bundle which, in charts, looks like the obvious inclusion L 2 r R n → LR n .
Constructing the Dirac Operator
In this section we shall explain how to use co-orthogonal structures to define the Dirac operator on an infinite dimensional manifold. We shall also follow the steps of the construction starting with an orthogonal structure to best illustrate the point where this fails and the co-orthogonal one succeeds. 
We further classify (co-)spin structures according to the classification of their (co-)orthogonal structures.

A (co-)spin manifold is a manifold together with a choice of (co-)spin structure on its tangent bundle.
The following is well-known. 
which we call the Dirac operator.
Proof. Let us proceed along the construction. We wish to define a map from Γ(S + ) to Γ(S − ). This map is a composition. Its beginning and end are simple to describe. The covariant differential operator on S + is a map
The bilinear map extends to a map
Recall that TX is the bundle of Hilbert spaces associated to the co-Hilbert structure on TX.
As TX is a bundle of real Hilbert spaces, it is canonically identified with its dual. Thus we can regard the domain of c + as Γ((TX) * ⊗ 2 S + ) and hence as Γ(H (TX, S + )). It remains to pass from L(TX, S + ) to H (TX, S + ).
As we started from a co-spin structure we have a map TX → TX. Thus we obtain L(TX, S + ) → L(TX, S + ). Now we use the assumption that the co-spin structure is of per-Hilbert-Schmidt type to deduce that this factors through H (TX, S + ). Thus we define
If we had started from a spin structure we would have been fine up to the point where we wanted a map from Γ(L(TX, S + )) to Γ(H (TX, S + )). As, for a spin structure, we have a map TX → TX we would obtain instead H (TX, S + ) → L(TX, S + ). In finite dimensions this is an isomorphism and so we can still define the Dirac operator. In infinite dimensions it cannot be so (the former is a Hilbert space, the latter is not).
Of course, under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, X admits a Dirac operator ∂ / − : Γ(S − ) → Γ(S + ) as well.
There are two views of the construction of the Dirac operator in finite dimensions. One views, as we did above, the bundles S + and S − as being constructed from the tangent spaces. The other views them as being constructed from the cotangent spaces. The two views are equivalent as the Riemannian structure identifies the tangent and cotangent spaces leading to natural isomorphisms at every stage of the construction. The (formal) difference is that in one the map c + has domain TM × S + whilst in the other it has domain T * M × S + . We have the same two views in infinite dimensions. The co-orthogonal structure on TX defines an orthogonal structure on T * X. The associated Hilbert bundle, T * X, is dual to TX. The inclusion T * X → T * X defines an inclusion T * X ⊗ S + → T * X ⊗ S + . As the co-orthogonal structure is per-Hilbert-Schmidt, this extends to a map L(TX, S + ) → T * X ⊗ 2 S + . Hence we define an operator
Under the canonical identification of T * X with TX, these two operators are the same.
Recall that a string manifold is a finite dimensional manifold together with enough structure that its loop space is naturally a spin manifold. In [Sta] we prove the following theorem. We therefore obtain the following corollary. 
